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Abstract: Various techniques have been used in distributed file systems for data availability and
stability. Typically, a method for storing data in a replication technique-based distributed file system
is used, but due to the problem of space efficiency, an erasure-coding (EC) technique has been
utilized more recently. The EC technique improves the space efficiency problem more than the
replication technique does. However, the EC technique has various performance degradation factors,
such as encoding and decoding and input and output (I/O) degradation. Thus, this study proposes a
buffering and combining technique in which various I/O requests that occurred during encoding in
an EC-based distributed file system are combined into one and processed. In addition, it proposes
four recovery measures (disk input/output load distribution, random block layout, multi-thread-
based parallel recovery, and matrix recycle technique) to distribute the disk input/output loads
generated during decoding.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, big data-based technologies have been studied in various fields,
including artificial intelligence, Internet of Things, and cloud computing. In addition,
the need for large-scale storage and distributed file systems to store and process big data
efficiently has increased [1–3].

The distributed file system is a method for distributing and storing data, and Hadoop
is typically used as a distributed file system [4–6]. Hadoop consists of distributed file
storage technology and parallel processing technology; only the former is discussed in
this study. The distributed file storage technology in Hadoop is called Hadoop distributed
file system (HDFS), in which a replication technique is used to block data to be stored
into a certain size of blocks and replicate and store them [7–9]. However, a replication
technique requires a large amount of physical disk space to store the divided block replicas.
In particular, for companies that store and process a large scale of data, much cost is
incurred in the implementation and management of data because system scale exponen-
tially increases [10–12]. To solve the problem of space efficiency, an erasure-coding (EC)
technique has been adopted in the HDFS [13–15].

The EC technique in the HDFS stores data by encoding original data and striping
them into K data cells and M parity cells [16–18]. In the replication technique, blocks are
replicated and stored, whereas the distributed storage through encoding in the EC tech-
nique adds only parity cells to existing data cells, which achieves better space efficiency
than that of the replication technique and is suitable for backup and compression [19,20].
However, since data and parity cells are stored in a number of DataNodes in a distributed
manner through encoding, a single disk input and output (I/O) is converted into a large
number of a tiny amount of disk I/Os. Here, the performance degradation in an overall
system may occur through a large number of tiny amounts of disk I/Os, and the I/O
performance can be rapidly degraded as the volumes of K and M (that create data and
parity cells, respectively) become larger and the striping size becomes smaller [21–25].
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The replication technique employs replicated data at the time of failure, whereas the
EC technique employs decoding when recovering data. Since decoding restores data
through a large number of disk I/O operations, it has more disk I/O loads than the
replication technique does [26–28].

EC is a low-cost recovery technique for fault-tolerant storage that is now widely used
in today’s distributed storage systems (DSSs). For example, it is used by enterprise-level
DSSs [5,29,30] and many open source DSSs [31–35]. Unlike replication, which simply
creates identical copies of data to tolerate failure without data loss, EC has much less
storage overhead by encoding/decoding data copies. In addition, it can maintain the
same level of fault tolerance as the replication technique. [36]. DSS implements EC mostly
based on the Reed–Solomon (RS) code [37], but some DSSs, including HDFS, Ceph [34],
and Swift [32], provide various EC and EC configuration control functions.

As described above, existing DSSs solved the deterioration factor of EC based on
parallel processing and disabled I/O to some extent, but consider the I/O load problem
between disks that occurs when EC is applied in a parallel processing method. I did not do
this, which is expected to cause a large amount of I/O load between disks when recovering
in parallel on an EC-based file distribution system. Therefore, this study proposes actions
that reduce small amounts of disk I/Os in the EC-based HDFS, discusses issues encountered
during parallel recovery, and suggests actions to address them.

The main idea of our paper is the input/output buffering and combining technique
that combines and processes multiple input/output requests that occur during encoding
in an EC-based distributed file system. In addition, it is a disk input/output load bal-
ancing technique that is a recovery method to distribute the disk input/output load that
occurs during decoding. More importantly, for file recovery, disk I/O load distribution,
random block placement, and matrix recycling techniques are applied. The values and
contributions of our labor profession are summarized as follows.

The input/output buffering step does not wait for input/output requests for the same
basic block group during input/output processing, but creates a secondary queue for the
block group processing input/output and collects the waiting input/output.

In the input/output buffering process, first, check if there is a secondary queue. If it
does not exist, it creates a secondary queue and adds the waiting input/output to the
secondary queue. If there is a secondary queue, add the requested input/output to the
created secondary queue. When the addition is completed, the secondary queue setting
is finally released. Since input/output waiting in the primary queue can be minimized
through input/output buffering, system performance degradation can be prevented. The in-
put/output combining step is not processed as a single input/output unit when the worker
processes input/output, but merges the input/output accumulated in the secondary queue
through input/output buffering and processes it as one input/output, say the steps.

Multiple inputs and outputs can be processed into one through input/output combin-
ing, and input/output efficiency is greatly improved by reducing the overall network load
and contention by increasing the size of the inputs and outputs and reducing the number of
inputs and outputs. The disk input/output load balancing method is a method of placing
a load information table in which the name node can check the access load of the disk,
and performing recovery only when the disk requiring access can handle the load when a
recovery request is made. In this paper, in order to distribute the disk input/output load,
one disk allows only one input/output at the same time during failure recovery. Therefore,
before the recovery request, the recovery worker checks whether the disk requiring access
is used and decides whether to proceed with the recovery. When the recovery request is
made, the accessed disk is indicated that it is in use, and the used disk is used when the
recovery is completed. The method of indicating that the result was done was applied
to the EC-based HDFS. In addition, a method of performing recovery after confirming
whether or not the disk is used was applied.

The organization of this paper starts with the introduction, followed by a description
of replication and EC techniques used in a distributed file system in Sections 2 and 3.
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In Section 4, a problem occurring when data are stored through encoding and a measure
to reduce this is presented. In Section 5, a problem occurring when data are recovered
through decoding and a measure to solve this is presented. In Section 6, the superiority
of the system that is applied to the EC-based HDFS is verified through experiments and
evaluations. Finally, in Section 7, conclusions are made.

2. Related Work

DSS provides cloud storage services by storing data on commercial storage servers.
Typically, data are protected from failure of these commodity servers through replication.
EC is replacing replication in many DSSs as it consumes less storage overhead than repli-
cation to tolerate the same number of errors. At large storage scales, EC is increasingly
attractive for distributed storage systems. This is due to low storage overhead and high
fault tolerance.

Therefore, many DSSs, such as HDFS [9,38], OpenStack Swift [39], Google File Sys-
tem [29], and Windows Azure Storage [5], are using erasure coding as an alternative.
In most cases, the RS code is chosen by these distributed storage systems. However, they all
pick only one kind of delete code with fixed parameters. Then, in a dynamic workload
where data demand is very skewed, it is difficult to exchange the storage overhead with
the reconfiguration overhead of erasure code [40–42]. Existing RS codes can cause high
overhead for reconfiguration when some data are not available due to an error inside the
DSS [24,43]. There is growing interest in improving EC’s reconfiguration overhead.

EC [44] can lower reconfiguration overhead by allowing unusable data to be recon-
structed on a small number of different servers. Similar ideas were applied to the designs of
other ECs [5,23,43,45,46]. On the other hand, another family of erasure codes, called regen-
eration codes, are designed to achieve optimal network transmission in reconfiguration [21].
However, most of these distributed storage systems only distribute one erasure code to
encode the data and are optimized for storage overhead or reconfiguration overhead. How-
ever, data demand can be very distorted in real distributed storage systems. This means
that data with different demands may have different performance targets, so applying one
erasure code for all data may not meet all targets.

Additionally, recently, to improve the recovery performance of EC, a number of
studies have been conducted by applying parallel processing techniques from various
viewpoints [47,48]. Typically, studies on optimization of EC setting or minimization of
network contention have been conducted when applying EC as a parallel processing basis.
Studies on the optimization of EC setups refer to a setup of stripes appropriate to data
I/O size during parallel I/O or efficient running of degraded I/O by diversifying the
range of data encoding [49,50]. Studies on the minimization of network contention refer to
minimization of network bottleneck by dividing a recovery operation into multiple parallel
small suboperations [51].

Additionally, in [52], the authors proposed a novel distributed reconstruction tech-
nique, called partial parallel repair (PPR), that significantly reduces network transfer time
and thus reduces overall reconstruction time for erasure-coded storage systems. In [53],
the authors proposed a data placement algorithm named ESet for bringing efficient data
recovery in large-scale erasure-coded storage systems. ESet improves data recovery per-
formance over existing random data placement algorithms. In [54], the authors proposed
a Hadoop Adaptively Coded Distributed File System (HACFS) as an extension to HDFS,
a new erasure-coded storage system that adapts to workload changes by using two dif-
ferent erasure codes—a fast code to optimize the recovery cost of degraded reads and
reconstruction of failed disks/nodes, and a compact code to provide low and bounded
storage overhead. In [55], the authors proposed a recovery generation scheme (BP scheme)
to improve the speed of single disk failure recovery at the stack level. Additionally, the au-
thors proposed a rotated recovery algorithm (RR algorithm) for BP scheme realization to
reduce the memory overhead.
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As described above, although existing studies solved the performance degradation
factors of EC based on parallel processing and enabled degraded I/O to some extent,
they did not consider I/O load problems between disks occurring when applying EC in
the manner of parallel processing, which is expected to result in a large amount of I/O
loads between disks during parallel recovery in EC-based distributed file systems. Thus,
this study proposes a measure to reduce a large number of tiny amounts of disk I/Os in
the EC-based HDFS and discusses the problem that occurs during parallel recovery and
proposes a measure to solve this.

3. Motivation

In this section, disk I/O problems that occurred in the EC-based HDFS are discussed
in detail. First, the basic I/O process in the EC-based HDFS is explained.

Figure 1 shows the basic I/O process of the EC-based HDFS. It refers to I/O processing
of files through the DataNode after fetching the file layout through the NameNode from a
client. The file layout means the file configuration information about data that are stored
by clients. The DataNode consists of a queue manager to assign events and masters and
workers to perform services, respectively.
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When an I/O request of data storage from a client in the EC-based HDFS is sent to
the NameNode, the queue manager in the NameNode puts the event generated when
the client request occurs into the primary queue. Multiple workers in the DataNode fetch
events from the primary queue and call appropriate service functions from the master
or slave to process and return the results. Although two requests (write 1, write 2) are
generated, only one is processed because a single write request is taken and processed by a
single worker for concurrency control.

Figure 2 shows how to process multiple file I/Os through multiple clients and DataN-
odes. It shows the I/O processes of three files concurrently, in which client 1 performs
the I/O processes of one file consisting of two block groups, and client 2 performs the
I/O processes of two files. As expressed in Figure 1, different block groups can be pro-
cessed concurrently. However, as mentioned in Figure 2, since requests of the same block
group are taken and processed by a single worker for concurrency control, only a total of
four workers are running, and the others are accumulated in the primary queue. Thus,
when I/O requests for small-sized files are too many, those requests are accumulated in the
primary queue, thereby creating a problem of too many waiting I/O requests.

Following the explanations in Figure 2, Figure 3 describes a method of distributing
and storing cells, which are generated by encoding write 1 by the master inputted through
the queue manager in DataNode 1.
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Figure 3. Process of distributing blocks in the EC-based HDFS system.

Figure 3 shows a process after the write 1 write request on file 1 from the client in the
2 + 2 structured EC-based HDFS. After generating two data cells and two parity cells from
the original data through the encoding process by the master in DataNode 1, those cells
are distributed to the slaves through the queue manager of each DataNode and stored in
the disks. That is, the master contains the encoding-related and data distribution-related
overheads, resulting in its processing time taking too long. In particular, even if there are
multiple workers available, multiple requests for the same block group should be processed
one at a time sequentially, and the I/O processing time of a single I/O takes a long time
due to encoding-related or cell distribution-related overheads, thereby incurring the rapid
degradation of I/O performance overall.

Furthermore, when I/O requests are distributed to multiple DataNodes through
encoding, they are converted into multiple small-sized I/O requests, including parity
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blocks, in which performance degradation is worsened because it produces many smaller-
sized I/O requests as blocks are divided further.

Table 1 presents the I/O size and the number of I/Os between DataNodes according
to EC setting. The 2 + 2 EC setting means that the number of DataNodes that store data
cells is two, and the number of DataNodes that store parity cells is two; for 128 KB data,
the I/O size of each cell is 64 KB through encoding, and the number of I/Os is four.
The 4 + 2 EC setting means that the number of DataNodes that store data cells is four,
and the number of DataNodes that store parity cells is two, and for 128 KB data, the I/O size
of each cell is 32 KB through encoding, and the number of I/Os is six. Similarly, the 8 + 2 EC
setting is expressed as 10 16 KB I/Os. Finally, the 16 + 2 EC setting is expressed to 18 8 KB
I/Os, in which overall system performance degradation occurs due to waiting I/Os in the
primary queue, which are not processed, as a result of very-tiny-sized I/O requests.

Table 1. The 128 KB I/O process size in the DataNode according to the EC setting.

EC Volume
DataNode 2 + 2 4 + 2 8 + 2 16 + 2

DataNode I/O size 64 KB 32 KB 16 KB 8 KB
DataNode I/O count 4 6 10 18

Next, the recovery problems occurring in the EC-based HDFS are discussed in detail.
The data and parity cells generated in the EC-based HDFS are distributed and stored in
different disks, which is similar to the replication case, to ensure availability. As described
above, if a single cell is stored in multiple disks, it is classified into clustering storage and
nonclustering storage modes according to cell distribution and storage method.

The clustering storage mode means that required disks are clustered in advance
and cells are distributed and stored only within the cluster when storing cells, which is
used in GlusterFS, Ceph, and so forth among various EC-based distributed file systems.
The nonclustering storage mode means that all disks are recognized as one cluster, and files
are distributed and stored in arbitrary disks; this is typically used in EC-based HDFS.
Figure 4 shows examples of clustering and nonclustering storage modes, which display
the 4 + 2 EC storage with six DataNodes, each containing four disks.
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The clustering storage mode in Figure 4 selects one disk only from each of six DataN-
odes, thereby designating a total of four clusters and distributing and storing cells within
the designated groups, whereas the nonclustering storage mode stores cells in arbitrary
disks from among all disks.

The clustering storage mode easily manages resources and stores files because cell
allocation is performed at the cluster level. However, it has a drawback of limiting the
recovery performance because recovery is performed only at the cluster level. The nonclus-
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tering storage mode struggles to manage resources because cells are allocated randomly
throughout all disks, but its recovery performance is not limited, because recovery is
performed throughout all disks.

Figure 5 shows the disk usage in DataNode 1 during single-thread fault recovery
when a fault occurs in disk 4 of DataNode 6 in Figure 4.
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As shown in Figure 5, I/Os occur only in disk 4, which is the same cluster as that of
the fault disk during recovery time in the clustering storage mode, whereas I/Os occur
in disks 2 and 4 sequentially according to the fault file. Since a single thread performs
recovery, recovery performance is similar, but there is a difference in disks utilized during
recovery. Figure 6 shows the disk usage in DataNode 1 during multithread fault recovery
when a fault occurs in disk 4 of DataNode 6.
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As shown in Figure 6, since I/O occurs only in disk 4, which is the same cluster as that
of the fault disk during recovery in the clustering storage mode, performance improvement
was minimal despite of the use of multithreads. The recovery performance increases as
the recovery is performed in multithreads in the nonclustering storage mode, and many
disks are utilized in the recovery. However, the mean recovery performance is 94 MB/s
in the nonclustering storage mode, which is very low compared with the overall system
performance. In Section 4, the efficient data distribution and storage method and parallel
recovery technique in the EC-based HDFS are presented.
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4. Efficient Data Distribution and Storage Method

In this section, I/O buffering and I/O combining methods are described to improve
I/O performance of EC in the EC-based HDFS.

4.1. I/O Buffering

In the I/O buffering step, the secondary queue is created for the block group that
is processing I/Os, thereby collating I/Os in the queue rather than the standby of I/O
request for the same basic block group. Figure 7 shows the processing procedure of the
I/O buffering step.
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In the I/O buffering process, it is first checked whether the secondary queue is present.
If it is not present, the secondary queue is created, and the I/Os in the queue are added
to the secondary queue. If it is present, the requested I/Os are added to the already
created secondary queue. Once added, the secondary queue setting is finally turned off.
Since standby I/Os in the primary queue can be minimized through I/O buffering, it can
prevent the performance degradation of the system. Figure 8 shows the processing method
of the I/O buffering step.
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The I/O requests for the same file are not standby, while the first I/O of the file is
performed in the I/O buffering step, in which other workers can process those requests.
That is, while master 1 performs registration to conduct write 1 in file 1, master 2 fetches
write 2 in file 1 and processes it. Here, master 2 also registers that it is performing I/O
buffering of the file.

Since master 2 verified that master 1 was processing write 1 in file 1 through the file
information in process, the secondary queue in relation to the file is created, and write 2 is
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registered in the secondary queue. Next, the above process is iterated, showing that master
2 fetches write 5. Thus, Figure 8 shows the accumulation of write 2, write 3, and write 4 on
file 1 in the secondary queue.

4.2. I/O Combining

The I/O combining step refers to combining I/Os accumulated in the secondary queue
through the I/O buffering step and processing them as a single I/O rather than processing
them one at a time as single I/Os by workers. Figure 9 shows the processing procedure of
the I/O combining step.
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First, whether more than two I/Os are present in the primary queue is checked.
If only one I/O is present, standby I/Os in the primary queue are acquired to perform I/O
processes and return the process results. After returning the result, it moves to a step to
check whether queuing of the data occurs.

If more than two I/Os are present in the primary queue, multiple I/Os are acquired
from the secondary queue and combined into one using the combining technique. In addi-
tion, the combined I/Os are created and combined I/Os are processed, thereby returning
the process results. Here, because it is not multiple single I/Os, it can be extended that
multiple combined I/Os are returned individually, or combined I/Os are processed in the
clients. By verifying whether buffering is progressing for the next block group, standby is
performed until the buffering process is terminated. If it is not buffering, whether the sec-
ondary queue is filled or not is verified. If it is filled, I/O combining is reperformed. If the
secondary queue is empty, the setting that the corresponding block group is processing
I/Os is turned off and the processing is terminated.

Figure 10 shows the completed processing of write 1, which is owned by master 1,
while master 2 is processing write 5.

After master 1 returns the processing results of write 1, it verifies whether buffering of
the group is progressing and stands by until the buffering is complete. The next step is that
master 1 checks the secondary queue after master 2 completes buffering. If multiple I/Os
are accumulated in the secondary queue, they are combined into the designated unit to be
processed as a single I/O. The final step is to fetch four I/Os from the secondary queue and
integrate them into a single combined I/O to process. Multiple I/Os can be processed as
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one through I/O combining, which increases I/O size, and the number of I/Os decreases,
resulting in significant improvements in I/O efficiency due to the mitigation of network
loads and contention overall.

Figure 11 shows the algorithms applied with I/O buffering and I/O coupling.
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(2–3) When a client saves a file to store, divide the file into blocks of a certain size and
record the metadata in each block through the file layout process. After recording, divide it
into block groups and pass it on to the master of the DataNode.
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(5–11) The master checks the primary queue for more than one requested input/output
through the queue manager. If you have more than one master, call another master
within the DataNode and record (“1”) that secondary queues are in use while generating
secondary queues. In addition, the called master performs the I/O buffering process,
which adds a queued input/output to the primary queue. When the addition is completed,
I/O combining is used to convert to one input/output and return the result.

(12–16) If there are fewer than two requested inputs/outputs (one input/output) when
checking the primary queue, do not invoke the other master, but take the input/output
and process it and return the result.

(18–25) After the I/O combining process, go to 5 if I/O buffering is in progress for
the block group. If there is no I/O in the secondary queue, record (“0”) that the secondary
queue is not in use, and I/O buffering is terminated.

Table 2 presents the internal I/O processing size according to the combined number
of I/Os to be processed through I/O combining of 16 128 KB-sized requests in 16 + 2 EC.

Table 2. Combining process scale for 16 128 KB-sized requests in the 16 + 2 EC volume.

128 KB Request Count
Combine 1 2 4 8 16

Combine I/O size 8 KB 16 KB 32 KB 64 KB 128 KB
Combine I/O count 288 144 72 36 18

As presented in Table 2, when 16 128 KB-sized I/Os are processed one at a time
in 16 + 2 EC, a total of 288 8 KB-sized I/Os are needed to be processed, whereas only
18 128 KB-sized I/Os are needed to be processed if 288 I/Os can be combined into multiple
sets, each consisting of 16 I/Os.

5. Efficient Data Recovery Method

In this section, a parallel recovery technique is introduced that can be used in the
EC-based HDFS to improve recovery performance by overcoming the recovery problem
occurring in the EC-based HDFS (described in Section 2).

5.1. Distribution of Disk I/O Loads

Because a single file in the EC-based HDFS is divided into multiple data and parity
cells and stored, it is expected to have a distribution of disk I/O loads during parallel
recovery. In addition, contention is more likely to occur in the limited disks as more
multiple recovery workers are operated to increase the small-scale distributed file system or
parallel recovery performance, which requires high space efficiency, although the numbers
of DataNodes or disks are small. In particular, when block-level processing is required,
such as in fault recovery time, disk I/O loads would be worse. In this section, a method for
improving the parallel recovery performance is explained by avoiding I/O loads in disks,
which are limited resources at the time of parallel recovery.

Figure 12 shows an example of a disk load when parallel recovery is performed.
The file information to be recovered in the recovery queue is sequentially accumulated in
the NameNode, in which file 1 is recovering in the current recovery worker 1 and file 2 is
recovering in the recovery worker 2 in parallel. File 3 and file 4, which are recovered next,
are present in the recovery queue, and the recovery worker that completed the recovery
fetches the next file information in the recovery queue and performs the recovery.
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Once recovery worker 1 fetches the recovery information about file 1 and requests the
recovery from DataNode 1, which is the master of file 1, one of the workers in DataNode 1
is designated as the master and starts the recovery. In addition, once recovery worker 2
fetches the recovery information about file 2 and requests the recovery from DataNode 6,
which is the master of file 2, one of the workers in DataNode 6 is designated as the master
and starts the recovery. Thus, disk loads occur due to the concurrent access to disk 2 of
DataNode 3.

The disk I/O load distribution technique proposed in this study is a method in which
the load information table is placed to check the access loads of the disks in the NameNode,
and recovery is performed only when the disk to be accessed in response to the recovery
request can bear the load. To distribute the disk I/O loads in this study, only one I/O was
set to be allowed in a single disk at the time of fault recovery.

Thus, whether or not the recovery was pursued was determined after checking the
availability of the disk to be accessed before the recovery request from the recovery worker,
and the disk accessed in response to the recovery request is marked as “in use” and then
as “completed” when the recovery is complete. This marking method was applied to the
EC-based HDFS. In addition, a method to check the disk availability prior to recovery
initiation was applied. Figure 13 shows the core part in the algorithm where the disk I/O
load distribution technique is applied.
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(2–9) The EC-based HDFS fetches the file information to be recovered from the recovery
queue, as well as the layout of the file through the metadata repository, thereby checking
whether the ID of the block group to be recovered is the same.

(11–19) After checking the block group ID, the status of the master that will start the
recovery of the block group is checked. If the status is not normal, a new block within
the block group is designated as the master, or a new block is assigned to replace the
fault block.

(21–27) The related disk availability for each block to be recovered is checked. If the
disk is “in-use (1),” the recovery information in process is put into the recovery queue,
and the process is performed again from the beginning.

(29–36) The recovery starts when the recovery request is entered from the master.
Once the recovery is complete, the in-use disk is marked as “not using (0).”

(38) Finally, the layout of the modified file is stored in the metadata repository and
renewed with the new information.

Figure 14 shows the parallel recovery method by two recovery workers according to
the disk I/O load distribution technique in the same environment as that in Figure 12 after
applying the disk I/O load distribution algorithm.
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Recovery worker 1 and recovery worker 2 fetch the recovery information of file 1 and
file 2, respectively, sequentially. After recovery worker 1 checks the availability of the disk
needed for the recovery of file 1 first, the disk is set to “in-use,” and the recovery request is
sent to the master. Next, recovery worker 2 checks the availability of the disk needed to
recover file 2. Here, if recovery worker 2 checks that the disk 2 of DataNode 3 is “in-use,”
it reinserts file 2 into the recovery queue and fetches the next standby file 3. After recovery
worker 2 checks the availability of the disk needed for the recovery of file 3, the disk is set
to “in-use,” and the recovery request is sent to the master.

5.2. Random Block Placement

Block placement refers to the designation of specific disks from available disks and
the creation of new blocks. The data and parity cell allocation is performed according to
the designated rule to improve data availability and I/O performance based on the volume
setup in the EC-based HDFS. Figure 15 describes the rules for creating new blocks.
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In the clustering storage mode, a disk that belongs to the designated cluster is the
target of block placement. On the other hand, all disks are the targets of block placement in
the nonclustering storage mode. The sequential block placement method proposed in this
section is a method for placing a block in the DataNode and disk according to a determined
order, and the random block placement is a method for randomly placing a block in the
DataNode and disk.
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Figure 16 shows examples of sequential and random block placement techniques used
in the 2 + 2 EC-based HDFS, consisting of four DataNodes each with two disks. Four cells
are stored in the 2 + 2 EC volume.
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According to the basic rule of the block placement, four cells are stored in a different
DataNode and disk. Blocks are placed sequentially in the order (DataNode 1, Disk 1) →
(DataNode 2, Disk 1) → (DataNode 3, Disk 1) → (DataNode 4, Disk 1) in the sequential
block placement technique, and blocks are randomly placed in the DataNodes and disks in
the random block placement technique.

Since the sequential block placement technique places blocks according to the deter-
mined order, block placement is convenient and blocks are likely to be placed uniformly.
However, the random block placement technique requires checking whether blocks are
placed in different DataNodes, and disks and blocks are likely to be placed more in specific
DataNodes and disks. Thus, the sequential block allocation technique may be advan-
tageous in a general I/O condition, because its block displacement is simple and loads
distributed as blocks are distributed evenly. However, since blocks are placed according to
the determined order in the sequential block placement, the probability of using blocks
stored in the disks is very low at the time of fault recovery.

If a fault occurs in disk 1 of DataNode 1, the number of blocks accessible to recover
the fault will differ with the block placement method. In the sequential block placement
technique, only three disk stripes, (DataNode 2, Disk 1), (DataNode 3, Disk 1), and (DataN-
ode 4, Disk 1), are utilized to recover cells 1-1 and 3-1 at the time of file recovery. In con-
trast, in the random block placement technique, five disks can be utilized, (DataNode 3,
Disk 1/Disk 2), (DataNode 4, Disk 1/Disk 2), and (DataNode 2, Disk 2), at the time of
file recovery. Thus, since the resources that can be utilized at the time of fault recovery
are limited depending on the block placement technique used, it is important to utilize
the random block placement technique in which as many resources can participate in the
recovery as possible for efficient parallel recovery in EC.

5.3. Matrix Recycle

The decoding task that recovers lost data in EC is performed in the following order:
data acquisition → decoding matrix creation → decoding process. Data acquisition refers
to a step to read available data required for decoding. Decoding matrix creation refers to a
step to create a decoding matrix required for decoding according to the EC setup and fault
location. Finally, decoding refers to a step to perform decoding using the acquired data
and decoding matrix.

In particular, the required number of matrices for decoding differs according to EC
attributes, such as EC, number of data divisions, number of created parities, and fault
location and number. For example, if a single disk fault occurs in EC with four data cells
and two parity cells in the EC-based HDFS using a single volume, the required number of
matrices for decoding is six.
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In Figure 17, cells D1 to D4 are data cells and P1 and P2 are parity cells. The red color
indicates the fault location, and a total of six decoding matrices are required according
to the fault location in a single fault. Table 3 presents the number of matrices occurring
during multiple faults according to the K + M value.
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Table 3. Number of matrices required for decoding according to EC attributes.

EC K + M Volume M = 1 M = 2

K = 2 3 6
K = 4 5 15
K = 8 9 45

K = 16 17 153

As presented in Table 3, as the K + M value increases, the number of used matrices
increases. In particular, as the number of data divisions increases, the number of matrices
increases exponentially. Thus, as the used EC volumes are various and the number of fault
tolerances increases, the required number of decoding matrices increases.

However, with the same fault attributes, the used matrices are the same. For example,
for the same EC and the same fault index in multiple volumes with a 4 + 2 attribute,
the used matrices are the same. That is, if the number of data divisions, the number of
parities, erasure code, and stripe size are the same, even if the volume is different in the
EC structure, then the used matrices are the same for the fault in the same location. Thus,
this study minimizes the time to create matrices for decoding by recycling the matrices if
the same fault attributes are found after registering the created matrices in the pool.

Figure 18 shows the overall data structure used to recycle matrices.
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Figure 19 shows the data structure comprising the matrix. struct matrix_pool, which rep-
resents the overall structure, has struct ec_table consisting of encoding information and ma-
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trix. struct ec_table contains struct dc_table consisting of decoding information and matrix,
which are related to the corresponding encoding information.
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struct matrix_pool consists of ec_tables_count, which represents the number of ec_table,
and ec_tables, which represent the list of ec_tables.

In struct ec_table, the number of data divisions (ec_k), the number of parities (ec_m),
the EC type to be used (ec_type), the striping size (ec_striping_size), and the encode
matrix (ec_matrix) are required information for encoding, and the number of dc_tables
(dc_tables_count) and the list of dc_tables (dc_tables) are decoding-related information.

struct dc_table stores information and matrix required for decoding, which consists of
information to check the fault location (err_hash) and related decoding matrix (dc_matrix).
err_hash value in dc_table is a hash value calculated based on the fault count and location,
which is used to identify whether the fault occurs in the same location.

Figure 19 shows the matrix recycle step. When decoding is requested, ec_table,
whose ec_k, ec_m, ec_type, and ec_stripe_size are the same in matrix_pool, is searched.
If ec_table is found, err_hash is calculated based on fault information, and dc_table whose
err_hash is the same in ds_table_list registered in ec_table is searched. If dc_table is found,
decoding is performed using dc_matrix.

If ec_table is not found, ec_table is created and registered in matrix_pool. Next,
err_hash is calculated based on the next fault information, and dc_table is created and
registered in ec_table followed by performing decoding.

If ec_table is found but the related dc_table is not found, dc_matrix is created based
on encoding information and ec_matrix and registered in ec_table followed by performing
decoding using dc_matrix.

6. Performance Evaluation

In this section, the superiority of the storage and recovery techniques proposed for
EC-based HDFS in this study is verified through performance evaluation.

The EC volume used in performance evaluation consists of one NameNode and six
DataNodes with 4 + 2 EC. The EC-based HDFS was installed as follows: in each node,
Intel CPU i7-7700 3.60 Mhz, 16 G memory, one 7200 rpm HDD, and 1 G Ethernet were
mounted, running over the Ubuntu 16.04.01 operating system. The proposed methods in
this study were applied, and performance comparison was conducted.
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6.1. Performance of Data Distribution Storage

The data distribution storage performance compared the basic EC-based HDFS with
the I/O buffering technique and I/O combining technique-applied EC HDFS-BC proposed
in this study.

Figure 20 shows the disk throughput when storing 100 GB sample data to each
distribution file system after creating the sample data in the EC-based HDFS and EC
HDFS-BC systems. The EC-based HDFS showed a slight performance increase though,
but no significant change was shown throughout the experiment, whereas the EC HDFS-
BC system exhibited a high write throughput as it closed to the file storage completion,
which was improved about 2.5-fold compared with that of the EC-based HDFS.
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Figure 20. Comparison between EC-based HDFS and improvement-applied performances.

Figure 21 shows a performance comparison when storing sample data with different
sizes in the EC HDFS and EC HDFS-BC systems. No significant difference was exhibited
when storing 10 GB data, and when storing 50 GB data, the EC HDFS-BC system stored data
about 1.3 times faster than the existing EC HDFS. When storing 100 GB data, the storage
time of EC HDFS-BC was about twofold faster. The above experiment results show that if
larger-size data are stored, more stark difference in storage time would be expected.
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6.2. Data Recovery Performance

The data recovery performance was compared between the basic EC-based HDFS and
disk I/O load distribution and random block placement and the matrix recycle-applied
EC based HDFS, which was proposed in this study. The I/O load distribution technique-
applied EC-based HDFS was named EC HDFS-LR (load reducing).

In the experiment, all file systems employed the same 4 + 2 EC volume, and the
recovery performance according to changes in recovery threads was measured when one
disk failed. In addition, the EC HDFS and EC HDFS-LR employed nonclustering block
placement using the round robin algorithm when placing the blocks.

As shown in Figure 22, the performance of EC HDFS was slightly improved as the
number of recovery threads increased. The performance of the EC HDFS-LR was rapidly
improved until the number of recovery threads was five, which started the reduction of
improvement, and after six threads, the performance did not improve. However, the per-
formance of the EC HDFS-LR was about two times better than that of the EC HDFS.
Figure 23 shows the disk usage in a specific DataNode when running six recovery threads
in the EC HDFS and in the EC HDFS-LR.
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As shown in Figure 23, the recovery performance was 50 MB/s on average in the EC
HDFS, whereas more disks were utilized in the recovery than that of the EC HDFS. Thus,
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the recovery performance of the EC HDFS-LR was around 180 MB/s, which was 2.5 times
larger than that of the EC HDFS.

Figure 24 shows the performance comparison when applying the sequential and
random block placement techniques to the EC HDFS and EC HDFS-LR. When applying the
sequential block placement, performance was improved by about 40% compared with that
of applying the random block placement. In particular, when the random block placement
was applied to the EC HDFS-LR, the performance was improved further.
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Figure 25 shows the memory usage when single and multiple faults occur in 2 + 2 EC,
4 + 2 EC, and 8 + 2 EC, while the matrix recycle technique is applied and the encoding and
decoding word size is set to 32 bytes. Here, single fault means that a fault occurs in only
one data cell, and multiple faults mean that faults occur in two data cells simultaneously.
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Figure 25. Memory size (KB) needed for matrix storage.

The memory size in the structure where the K + M EC volume is used increases as
the K value increases. The memory size used increases as the number of faults increases
in the same EC attributes, because the number of used matrices becomes large. However,
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the used memory size is 140 KB in the 8 + 2 EC volume structure. That is, a severe problem
does not occur even if matrices are recycled in the matrix pool because the matrix size
is small.

Figure 26 shows the results of 100,000 fault recoveries when one disk fault and two
disk faults occur randomly in the 4 + 2 EC volume structure.
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Figure 26. Performance comparison according to the matrix recycle.

When a single disk fault occurred, 100,000 repetitions of fault recovery were performed,
and the recovery time when recycling the matrices was about 2.6 times faster. When two
disk faults occurred, 100,000 repetitions of fault recovery were performed, and the recovery
time when recycling the matrices was about three times faster. That is, a faster recovery
time can be ensured if two or more disk faults occur and the volume of the EC system is
set to large.

7. Conclusions

Because the EC-based distributed file system among various storage technologies
stores data cells by creating and storing parity cells through encoding, it has high space
efficiency compared with replication methods. However, the EC-based distributed file
system significantly degrades the performance because of disk I/O loads occurring when
storing files and a large number of block accesses when recovering files.

Thus, this study selected the HDFS, one of the EC-based distributed file systems,
and proposed efficient file storage and recovery methods. The buffering and combin-
ing techniques were utilized in file storage, thereby improving the performance about
2.5-fold compared with that of existing HDFSs. For file recovery, performance improved
about 2-fold by utilizing disk I/O load distribution, random block placement, and matrix
recycle technique.
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